In this paper we study well-posedness of a second order SPDE with multiplicative noise on the torus
Introduction

Setting
Let X be a separable Hilbert space with the scalar product and norm denoted respectively by (·, ·) and · . Consider the following stochastic evolution equation on X: dU (t) + AU (t) dt = 2BU (t) dW (t), t ∈ R + , U (0) = u 0 .
(1.1)
Here A is a linear positive self-adjoint operator with dense domain D(A) ⊆ X, B :
) is a linear operator and W (t), t ≥ 0 is a real valued standard Wiener process (defined on some filtered probability space). In [14, 25] , see also the monograph [28] and the lecture notes [26] , the well-posedness of a large class of stochastic equations on X has been considered, which includes equations of the form (1.1). In these papers the main assumption for the well-posedness in L 2 (Ω; X) is:
• There exist c > 0 and K > 0 such that 2 Bx + c A 1/2 x 2 ≤ (Ax, x) + K x , x ∈ D(A).
(
1.2)
This condition will be called the classical stochastic parabolicity condition. Under condition (1.2) (and several others), for every u 0 ∈ X, there exists a unique solution U ∈ L 2 ((0, T ) × Ω; D(A 1/2 )) to (1.1). From [14] it is known that the condition (1.2)
is also necessary for well-posedness, and the simple example which illustrates this, is recalled below for convenience of the reader, see (1.3).
For Banach spaces X, (1.2) has no meaning and it has to be reformulated. One way to do this is to assume that A − 2B 2 is a "good" operator in X. There are several positive results where this assumption is used. For instance in [2, 5] (in a Hilbert space setting) and [3] (in a UMD Banach space setting), well-posedness for (1.1) was proved.
In particular, it is assumed that B is a group generator in these papers. Using Itô's formula this allows to reformulate (1.1) as a deterministic problem which can be solved pathwise in many cases, cf. (1.3) and (1.4) .
A widely used method to study equations of the form (1.1) is the Banach fixed point theorem together with the mild formulation of (1.1), see [6] . In order to apply this with an operator B which is of half of the order of A one requires maximal regularity of the stochastic convolution. To be more precise, the fixed point map L of the form LU (t) = has to map the adapted subspace of L p ((0, T ) × Ω; D(A)) into itself. If one knows this, it can still be difficult to prove that L is a contraction, and usually one needs that B is small. Some exceptions where one can avoid this assumption are:
(1) The case where B generates a group, see the previous paragraph.
(2) Krylov's L p -theory for second order scalar SPDEs on R d (where B is of group-type as well).
(3) The Hilbert space situation with p = 2, see [14, 25, 28] and [4] .
Recently, in [22, 21] a maximal regularity result for equations such as (1.1) has been obtained. With these results one can prove the well-posedness results in the case B is small, X = L q and A has a so-called bounded H
∞ -calculus. A natural question is what
the role of the smallness assumptions on B is. In this paper we provide a complete answer to this question in the case of problem (1.5) below.
Known results for the second order stochastic parabolic equations
In [12] , second order equations with gradient noise have been studied. We emphasize that the equation in [12] is much more involved than the equation below, and we only consider a very special case here. Consider (1.1) with A = −∆ and B = αD, where D = ∂ ∂x and α is a real constant. du(t) = ∆u(t, x) dt + 2αDu(t, x) dW (t), t ∈ R + , x ∈ R, u(0, x) = u 0 (x),
x ∈ R.
(1.3)
In this case the classical stochastic parabolicity condition (1.2) is 1 2 (2α) 2 = 2α 2 < 1. Krylov proved in [12] and [13] that problem (1.3) is well-posed in L p (Ω; L p (R)) with p ∈ [2, ∞) and in L p (Ω; L q (R)) with p ≥ q ≥ 2, under the same assumption 2α 2 < 1. In [14, Final example] he showed that if 2α 2 ≥ 1, then no regular solution exists. This can also be proved with the methods in [2, 3, 5] . Indeed, if u : [0, T ]×Ω → L q (R) is a solution to (1.3), then one can introduce a new process v defined by v(t) = e −BW (t) u(t), t ∈ R + , where we used our assumption that B generates a group. Note that u(t) = e BW (t) v(t), t ∈ R + . Applying the Itô formula one sees that v satisfies the PDE: dv(t) = (1 − 2α
2 )∆v(t, x) dt, t ∈ R + , x ∈ R, v(0, x) = u 0 (x),
(1.4)
Now, it is well-known from the theory of the deterministic parabolic equations that the above problem is well-posed if and only if 2α 2 ≤ 1. Moreover, there is a regularizing effect if and only if 2α 2 < 1, see [14, Final example] for a different argument.
New considerations for second order equations
Knowing the above results it is natural to ask whether a stochastic parabolicity condition is needed for the well-posedness in L p (Ω; L q ) is dependent on p and q or not. The aim of this paper is to give an example of an SPDE, with which one can explain the behavior of the stochastic parabolicity condition with p and q as parameters. In fact we consider problem (1.1) with A = −∆ and B = αD + β|D| on the torus T = [0, 2π].
Here |D| = (−∆) 1/2 and α and β are real constants. This gives the following SPDE.
(1.5)
The classical stochastic parabolicity condition for (1.5) one gets from (1.2) is
To explain our main result let p, q ∈ (1, ∞). In Sections 4 and 5 we will show that
The well-posedness in L p (Ω; L q (T)) means that a solution in the sense of distributions uniquely exists and defines an adapted element of L p ((0, T ) × Ω; L q (T)) for each finite T . The precise concept of a solution and other definitions can be found in Sections 4 and 5.
Note that 2αD generates a group on L q (T), whereas 2β|D| does not. This seems to be the reason the condition becomes p-dependent through the parameter β, whereas this does not occur for the parameter α. Let us briefly explain the technical reason for the p-dependent condition. For details we refer to the proofs of the main results. The condition (1.7) holds if and only if the following conditions both hold 2α
2 − 2β 2 < 1,
(1.9)
As it will be clear from the our proofs, condition (1.8) can be interpreted as a stochastic parabolicity condition, and (1.9) is an integrability condition for the solution of problem (1.5). Therefore, from now on we refer to (1.8) and (1.9) as the conditions for the
Note that by taking p ∈ (1, ∞) close to 1, one can take β 2 arbitrary large. Surprisingly enough, such cases are not covered by the classical theory with condition (1.6).
Additional remarks
We believe that similar results hold for equations on R instead of T. However, we prefer to present the results for T, because some arguments are slightly less technical in this case. Our methods can also be used to study higher order equations. Here similar phenomena occur. In fact, Krylov informed the authors that with A = ∆ 2 and B = −2β∆, there exist β ∈ R which satisfy 2β
2 < 1 such that the problem (
Our point of view is that the ill-posedness occurs, because −2β∆ does not generate a group on L 4 (R), and therefore, integrability issues occur. With a slight variation of our methods one can check that for the latter choice of A and B one has the well-posedness in L p (Ω; L q (R)) for all p ∈ (1, ∞) which satisfy 2β 2 (p − 1) < 1 and all q ∈ (1, ∞). In particular if β ∈ R is arbitrary, one can take p ∈ (1, ∞) small enough to obtain the well-posedness in L p (Ω; L q (R)) for all q ∈ (1, ∞). Moreover, if β and p > 1 are such that 2β
More details on this example (for the torus) are given below in Example 3.10.
We do not present general theory in this paper, but we believe our results provides a guideline which new theory for equations such as (1.1), might be developed.
Organization
This paper is organized as follows.
• In Section 2 some preliminaries on harmonic analysis on T are given.
• In Section 3 a p-dependent well-posedness result in L p (Ω; X) is proved for Hilbert spaces X.
• In Section 4 we consider the well-posedness of problem (1.5) 
• In Section 5 the well-posedness of problem (1.5) is studied in L p (Ω; L q (T)).
Preliminaries
Fourier multipliers
Recall the following spaces of generalized periodic functions, see [29, Chapter 3] for details.
Let T = [0, 2π] where we identify the endpoints. Let D(T) be the space of periodic infinitely differentiable functions f : 
Let P(T) ⊆ D(T) be the space of all trigonometric polynomials. Recall that P(T) is dense in L p (T) for all p ∈ [1, ∞), see [10, Proposition 3.1.10]. For a bounded sequence m := (m n ) n∈Z of complex numbers define a mapping T m :
For more details on multipliers on T we refer to [8] and [10] .
The following facts will be needed.
Facts 2.1.
(ii) M q (Z) is a multiplicative algebra and for all q ∈ [1, ∞]:
Recall the classical Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem [19] , see also [8, Theorem 8.2.1]. Theorem 2.2. Let m = (m n ) n∈Z be a sequence of complex numbers and K be a constant such that (i) for all n ∈ Z one has |m n | ≤ K
(ii) for all n ≥ 1 one has
Here c q is a constant only depending on q.
In particular if m : R → C is a continuously differentiable function, and
then the sequence m = (m n ) n∈Z , where m n = m(n) for n ∈ Z, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2.
Function spaces and interpolation
For details on periodic Bessel potential spaces H s,q (T) and Besov spaces B s q,p (T) we refer to [29, Section 3.5] . We briefly recall the definitions. For q ∈ (1, ∞) and
with the obvious modifications for p = ∞. For all q ∈ (1, ∞), s 0 = s 1 and θ ∈ (0, 1) one has the following identification of the real interpolation spaces of H s,q (T), see [29, Theorems 3.5.4 and 3.6.
where s = (1 − θ)s 0 + θs 1 . Also recall that for all q ∈ (1, ∞) one has the following continuous embeddings Let X be a Banach space. Assume the operator −A is the a generator of an analytic semigroup S(t) = e −tA , t ≥ 0, on X. Let us make the convention that for θ ∈ (0, 1) and 
This can be found in [32, Section 1.18.10], but for convenience we include a short proof.
If there exists a number w > 0 such that for all t ≥ 0 one has e −tA ≤ e −wt , then by (2.3) one obtains
where y = A 1/2 x. Since e −A y ≤ e −w y , one has
2 ) with the additional assumption on the growth of e tA .
The general case follows from D A (
Finally we recall that for a Banach space X and a measure space (S, Σ, µ), L 0 (S; X) denotes the vector space of strongly measurable functions f : S → X. Here we identify functions which are equal almost everywhere.
Well-posedness in Hilbert spaces
Solution concepts
Let (Ω, A, P) be a probability space with a filtration F = (F t ) t≥0 . Let W : R + × Ω → R be a standard R-valued F-Brownian motion. Let X be a separable Hilbert space.
Consider the following abstract stochastic evolution equation:
Here we assume the operator −A is the a generator of an analytic strongly continuous semigroup S(t) = e −tA on X, see [9] for details, B :
) is bounded and linear and u 0 : Ω → X is F 0 -measurable.
The following definitions are standard, see e.g. [6] or [21] . (
(iii) P-almost surely, the following identity holds in X:
From the definition it follows that if a process U :
and only if
(i) U is strongly measurable and adapted,
(iii) for all t ∈ [0, T ], the following identity holds in X:
Stochastic parabolicity condition
The following result is well-known, see [6] .
To finish this section we give a definition of the well-posedness for (3.1).
Well-posedness results
For the problem (3.1) we assume the following.
(S) The operator C : D(C) ⊂ X → X is skew-adjoint, i.e. C * = −C, and that A = C * C, and B = αC + β|C|, for some α, β ∈ R.
To avoid trivialities assume that C is not the zero operator.
Using the spectral theorem, see [27, Theorem VIII.4, p. 260], one can see
Under the assumption (S), the operator −A is the generator of an analytic contraction semigroup S(t) = e −tA , t ≥ 0, on X. Moreover, (e tC ) t∈R is a unitary group. In this situation we can prove the first p-dependent the well-posedness result.
Theorem 3.6. Assume the above condition (S).
. Surprisingly, Theorem 3.6 is optimal in the sense that for every p ≥ 2 the condition (3.2) cannot be improved in general. This will be proved in Theorem 4.1. Note that if β = 0, then the condition (3.2) does not depend on p. This explains why in many papers the p-dependence in the well-posedness of SPDEs in L p (Ω; X) is not visible, see [3, 5, 12, 13] . Note that if β = 0, then B generates a group. This is the main structural assumption which seems to be needed to obtain a p-independent theory. usual, see [9] .
Formally, applying Q on both sides of (3.1) and denoting V = QU yields the following family of stochastic equations for V :
where v 0 = Qu 0 . It is well-known from the theory of SDE that for fixed ξ ∈ O, (3.5) has a unique solution v ξ :
Indeed, this follows from the (complex version of) Itô's formula, see [11, Chapter 17] .
Let us assume for the time being (3.6) has been proved. Then the adaptedness of pro-
)-solution of (3.5). These facts can be rigorously justified by a standard approximation argument. Using the above facts one also sees that uniqueness of V follows from the uniqueness of v ξ for each ξ ∈ O. Moreover, it follows that the process U = Q −1 V is an L p (X)-solution of (3.1) and inequality (3.3) follows from inequality (3.6) 
) and by uniqueness of the solution of (3.5) this yields V =Ṽ and therefore, U =Ũ .
Hence to finish the proof of the Theorem we have to prove inequalities (3.6) and (3.4).
Step 1 -Proof of (3.6).
Fix t ∈ R + and ω ∈ Ω. Then using |e ix | = 1, one gets
2 )ta e 4β|c|W (t,ω) |v 0 | 2 dµ.
Now using c 2 = a one gets
where
It follows that
Since e −f (t)(|c|−g(t,ω)) 2 ≤ 1, this implies that
Using the independence of v 0 and (W (t)) t≥0 it follows that that
where we used Ee ph(t) = Ee ph (1) . Integrating over the interval [0, T ], it follows from (3.8) and (2.3) that there exists a constant C is independent of u 0 such that
One has Ee ph(1) < ∞ if and only if
The last inequality is satisfied by assumptions since it is equivalent to 2β
for any T ∈ (0, ∞), and hence (3.6) holds. From this we can
Step 2 -Proof of (3.4). By
Step 1 and the preparatory observation the process U is a strong L p (X) solution of (3.1). By Proposition 3.3, U is a mild solution of (3.1) as well and hence 
Hence (3.4) holds, and this completes the proof. Note that the assumptions in [22, Theorem 1.2] are satisfied since A is positive and self-adjoint.
, then for the unitary operator Q in the above proof one can take the discrete or continuous Fourier transform.
The above proof one has a surprising consequence. Namely, the proof of (3.6) also holds if the number p satisfies 1 < p < 2. With some additional argument we can show that in this situation there exists a unique L p (X)-solution U of (3.1). This also implies that we need less than the classical stochastic parabolicity condition one would get from (1.2). Indeed, (1.2) gives 2α 2 + 2β 2 < 1. For the well-posedness in L p (Ω; X), we only require (3.2) which, if 1 < p < 2, is less restrictive than 2α 2 + 2β 2 < 1. In particular, note that if 2α 2 < 1, and β ∈ R is arbitrary, then (3.2) holds if we take p small enough.
Theorem 3.9. Let p ∈ (1, ∞). If the numbers α, β ∈ R from (3.1) satisfy (3.2), then for
We do not know whether (3.4) holds for p ∈ (1, 2). However, since U is a strong solution one still has that U ∈ L p (Ω; C([0, T ]; X)).
Proof. The previous proof of (3.6) still holds for p ∈ (1, 2), and hence if we again define U = Q −1 V , the estimate (3.9) holds as well. To show that U is an L p (X)-solution, we need to check that it is a strong solution. For this it suffices to show
, where we used the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.6. Now after this has been shown, as in the proof of Theorem 3.6 one gets that U is a strong solution of (3.1).
By (3.8), for all t ∈ (0, T ] one has V (t) ∈ L p (Ω; D(a)) and
(3.10)
Applying (3.5) for each t ∈ (0, T ] and ξ ∈ O yields that
where the stochastic integral is defined as an L 2 (O)-valued random variable, see Appendix A.
To prove the claim note that η t ∈ L p (Ω; L 2 (O)) for each t ∈ (0, T ]. Indeed, by (3.10) and (3.6)
Therefore, by (3.11) and Lemma A.4 (with φ = 2bV and ψ = 2bv), the claim follows, and from (A.1) we obtain
An application of Theorems 3.6 and 3.9 is given in Section 4, where it is also be shown that the condition (3.2) is sharp.
Next we present an application to a fourth order problem.
Example 3.10. Let s ∈ R. Let β ∈ R. Consider the following SPDE on T.
(3.12)
Let U : R + × Ω → H s,2 (T) be the function given by U (t)(x) = u(t, x). Then (3.12) can be formulated as (3.1) with C = i∆ and X = H s,2 (T). If we take p ∈ (1, ∞), such that
, where C T is a constant independent of u 0 .
It should be possible to prove existence, uniqueness and regularity for (3.12) in the L p ((0, T ) × Ω; H s,q (T))-setting with q ∈ (1, ∞) under the same conditions on p and β, but this is more technical. Details in the L q -case are presented for another equation in Section 5. Note that with similar arguments one can also consider (3.12) on R. Here D denotes the derivative with respect to x, |D| = (−∆) 1/2 , the initial value u 0 : Ω → D (T) is F 0 -measurable and α, β ∈ R are constants not both equal to zero.
Let X = H s,2 (T) and s ∈ R. Then problem (4.1) in the functional analytic formulation
The connection between u and U is given by u(t, ω,
Theorem 4.1. Let p ∈ (1, ∞) and let s ∈ R.
If, additionally, p ∈ [2, ∞), then for every T < ∞ there is a constant C T independent of u 0 such that (ii): Taking the Fourier transforms on T in (4.2) one obtains the following family of scalar-valued SDEs with n ∈ Z: dv n (t) = −n 2 v n (t) dt + (2iαn + 2β|n|)v n (t) dW (t), t ∈ R + , v n (0) = a n , (4.8) where v n (t) = F(U (t))(n) and a n = e −n 2 . Fix n ∈ Z. It is well-known from the theory of SDEs that (4.8) has a unique solution v n : R + × Ω → R given by v n (t) = e −t(n 2 +2b 2 n ) e 2β|n|W (t) e 2αinW (t) a n , (4.9) where 
where in the last step we used the symmetry in n and where for the term u 0 (n) = e
−2n
2 we have introduced the following functionsf ,g andh:
where θ = β 2 − α 2 . Note that for t < τ we have t + 2θt + 1 ≥ γ, where
The proof will be split in two parts. We prove the existence and regularity in (ii) for all s ≥ −2 and t < τ . The blow-up of (ii) will be proved for all s < −2. Since H s,2 (T) → H r,2 (T) if s > r, this is sufficient. Assume first that s ≥ −2. Let W (t, ω) ≥ 0 and let m ∈ N be the unique integer such that m − 1 <g(t, ω) ≤ m. Then one has
Similarly, if W (t, ω) < 0 one has
Hence by (4.11) and the previous estimate we infer that
By the definition of the functionh, the the RHS of (4.12) is finite if and only if
. This is equivalent with 2(p − 1)
Since ( * ) is independent of t and finite by the assumption on T , the claim follows. Now the fact that U is a strong solution on [0, T ] can be checked as in Theorems 3.6 and 3.9. We will show that for all s < −2 one has lim sup As observed earlier the blow-up in (4.6) follows from the above. Indeed, this is clear from the fact that the space H δ,2 (T) becomes smaller as δ increases. To prove (4.13), fix t ∈ [0, τ ) and assume W (t, ω) > 0. Let m ≥ 1 be the unique integer such that m − 1 <g(t, ω) ≤ m. Then one has
Hence we obtain
The latter integral is infinite if t = τ . Now (4.13) follows from the monotone convergence theorem and the last lower estimate for E U (t)
Finally, we prove (4.7) for p ∈ [2, ∞). Note that if U ∈ L p ((0, τ ) × Ω; H r+2,2 (T)) for some r > s + 2 p , then by using the mild formulation as in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.6 one obtains that
where the embedding follows from Section 2.2. This would contradict (4.13).
Remark 4.3.
From the above proof one also sees that if 2α
Indeed, this easily follows from (4.11) and the fact thatf (t) < 0. Apparently, for such t, parabolicity is violated. On the other hand, if 2α 2 − 2β 2 < 1, but 2α 2 + 2β 2 (p − 1) < 1, the above proof shows that the ill-posedness is due to lack of L p (Ω)-integrability.
Remark 4.4. The above theorem has an interesting consequence. Let 2α 2 < 1 and let β be arbitrary. If p ∈ (1, ∞) is so small that 2α 2 + 2β
is well-posed.
Well-posedness and sharpness in the
In this section we show that the problem (4.2) can also be considered in an L q (T)-setting. The results are quite similar, but the proofs are more involved, due to lack of orthogonality in L q (T). Instead of using orthogonality, we will rely on the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem, see Theorem 2.2.
Let q ∈ (1, ∞) and s ∈ R and let X = H s,q (T). Using Proposition A.1 and Remark A.5 one can extend Definitions 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 and Proposition 3.3.
In that way the stochastic integrability is defined as below Proposition A.1. This will used in the next theorem.
Concerning L p (H s,q )-solutions one has the following.
Theorem 5.1. Let p, q ∈ (1, ∞) and s ∈ R be arbitrary.
If, additionally, q ≥ 2 and p > 2, or p = q = 2, then for every T < ∞ there is a constant C T independent of u 0 such that
If, additionally, q ≥ 2 and p > 2, or p = q = 2, then also
Proof.
(ii): Since T is a bounded domain this is a consequence of 
The solution U is again of the form (4.10). To prove the estimates in (i) we apply Theorem 2.2. Let ε ∈ (0,
With similar notation as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and with a n = F(u 0 )(n), let
2 t a n (t), (5.5) where b n = β|n| + iαn, a n (t) = e 2αinW (t) a n and m = m 
n (t, ω) = e kn(t,ω) .
Here f, g, h are given by
By Facts 2.1 (ii) one has 
where we used Facts 2.1 (iv) in the last step.
Let r(t, ω) = g(t, ω)−g 0 (t, ω) with g 0 (t, ω) = g(t, ω) , and let m Let A g(t,ω) = {n ∈ Z : n ≥ −g 0 (t, ω)}. By Facts 2.1 (i) and (iii) one sees that
where we used Theorem 2.2 and (2.1) applied to m (3) (note that r(t, ω) ∈ [0, 1]). Therefore, we find that with K q = 3C 1,q C 2,q one has
, ξ ∈ R. To check that (2.1) is finite, first note that ζ is uniformly bounded. Moreover, one has |ζ (ξ)| = Cε|ξ|te it suffices to consider the first one. We obtain
Hence, Theorem 2.2 and (2.1) yield that m (2) (t, ω) M q (Z) ≤ c q C. Therefore, from (5.6) and (5.7) we can conclude that with C q = K q c q C, one has
2 t a n (t, ω), where we recall a n (t) = e 2αinW (t) a n . Let e n (x) = e inx . Combining the definition of U , (5.5) and (5.8) we obtain that
2 t a n e n (· + αW (t, ω))
.
By independence it follows that
Recall that as before since 2α 2 + 2β
, where the last estimate follows from (2.2) and (2.3). This proves (5.1). The fact that U is an L p -solution of (4.2) can be seen as in Theorems 3.6 and 3.9, but for convenience we present a detailed argument.
We check the conditions of Definitions 3.1 and 3.4. Recall that the second part of Definition 3.1 (ii) should be replaced by B(U ) ∈ L 0 (Ω; H s,q (T; L 2 (0, T ))) as explained at the beginning of Section 5 (also see Remark A.5).
The strong measurability and adaptedness of U : [0, T ] × Ω → H s,q (T) follows from the corresponding properties of v n defined in (4.9) and the convergence of the series
. By (5.9) one has that for all t ∈ (0, T ],
(5.10)
Applying (4.8) yields that for each t ∈ [0, T ] and n ∈ Z,
inx . Then by (5.10) and (5.11) for every t ∈ [0, T ],
. Using (5.10) and (5.1) it follows that for all t ∈ (0, T ],
where the stochastic integral exists in L p (Ω; L q (T)), see Appendix A. By (5.11) and Lemma A. 4 (with 
s/2 2b n v n ) n∈Z and O = N), the claim follows, and from (A.1) we obtain
Finally, assume q ≥ 2 and p > 2 or p = q = 2. To prove (5.2) one can proceed as in
Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.6. Indeed, since U is a mild solution as well, one has 
A Stochastic integrals in L q -spaces
Recall that if X is a Hilbert space and φ : [0, T ] × Ω → X is an adapted and strongly measurable process with φ ∈ L 0 (Ω; L 2 (0, T ; X)), then φ is stochastically integrable. Below we explain stochastic integration theory of [20] in the cases X = L q with q ∈ (1, ∞)
and also recall a weak sufficient condition for stochastic integrability. The stochastic integration theory from [20] holds for the larger class of UMD Banach spaces, but we only consider L q -spaces below. Even for the classical Hilbert space case q = 2, the second equivalent condition below is a useful characterization of stochastic integrability.
For an adapted and strongly measurable process φ :
three assertions are equivalent.
(1) There exists a sequence of adapted step processes (φ n ) n≥1 such that
) such that for all sets A ∈ Σ with finite measure one has (t, ω)
Moreover, in this situation one has lim n→∞ T 0 φ n (t) dW (t) = η, and 
This result can be localized, and it is sufficient to have φ ∈ L 0 (Ω; L 2 (0, T ; L q (O))) in order to a stochastic integral. In Corollary A.3 one can replace L q (O) by any space X which has martingale type 2, see [1, 7, 23, 24, 30] .
Proof. By Minkowski's integral inequality, see [16, Lemma 3.3 
Therefore, the result follows from Proposition A.1.
The following lemma is used in Sections 4 and 5.
Lemma A.4. Let (O, Σ, µ) be a σ-finite measure space. Let p ∈ (1, ∞) and q ∈ (1, ∞).
be an adapted and strongly measurable process.
Assume the following conditions:
(1) Assume that there exist a measurable function ψ : [0, T ] × Ω × O → R such that φ(t, ω)(x) = ψ(t, ω, x) for almost all t ∈ [0, T ], ω ∈ Ω and x ∈ O, and for all x ∈ O, ψ(·, x) is adapted.
(2) For almost all x ∈ O, ψ(·, x) ∈ L p (Ω; L 2 (0, T )). Proof. Note that the stochastic integral in (3) is well-defined. Indeed, by the adaptedness of φ and (1), one has for almost all x ∈ O, ψ(·, x) is adapted. Therefore, (2) shows that for almost all x ∈ O, T 0 ψ(t, x) dW (t) exists in L p (Ω), and by Doob's maximal inequality and the Bukrholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, see [11, Theorem 17.7] , one has
where E = L p (Ω; L 2 (0, T )) First assume p ≤ q. Fix A ∈ Σ with finite measure. We claim that φ ∈ L p (Ω; L 2 (0, T ; L 1 (A))). 
Therefore, another application of Proposition A.1 (2) shows that φ is actually L p -stochastically integrable on [0, T ].
Remark A.5. Let us explain how the above result can also be applied to H s,q (T) which is isomorphic to a L q (T). Let J : H s,q (T) → L q (T) be an isomorphism. Then for a process φ : [0, T ] × Ω → H s,q (T) letφ = Jφ. The above results can be applied toφ.
Conversely, ifη = T 0φ
(t) dW (t), then we define
Moreover, φ L p (Ω;H s,q (T;L 2 (0,T ))) < ∞ is equivalent to stochastic integrability of φ. It is well-known, see [31, 8.24] , that J extends to a isomorphism from H s,q (T; L 2 (0, T ))) into L q (T; L 2 (0, T )). In a similar way, the results extend to arbitrary X which are isomorphic to a closed subspace of any L q (O).
